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For some marketers, Seo tends to have two sides, 
like Dr. Jekyll and mr. Hyde. While the idea of creating 
content that engages audiences and appeals to search  
engines seems exciting, some people feel lost when they  
need to improve back-end SEO through improved tagging, 
better indexing, and strategic redirects. Someone with a 
traditional marketing background may struggle when faced 
with technical SEO issues.

One way to demystify this crucial part of the search engine 
optimization (SEO) process is by learning about common 
problems that many website administrators face. Once you 
know how to identify these problems and what it takes to fix 
them, technical SEO can seem less intimidating. The first step 
toward growing your technical SEO knowledge is running 
a site crawl analysis. This analysis will help you see exactly 
what issues you need to fix. Explore how a site crawl analysis 
can improve your organic traffic, SEO, and overall interaction 
experience with visitors to your website.

 
what is a site Crawl analysis?
Google tracks sites across the web by crawling and indexing 
pages. Without its crawlers traveling across the web, Google 
would be unable to decide what content is on websites and 
which results should rank highest in its results pages. Google 
spider crawlers visit your website 
and follow your sitemap to decide  
what your website content 
includes and what quality levels 
it has. Once the Google crawlers 
have finished analyzing your 
website, the results enter into  
the search engine’s index or  
web search.

If your website has errors, 
problems, or tagging issues, then Google will struggle to read 
your website. This process is almost like reading a newspaper 
that has holes in it or a map with the bottom section cut off. 
While some value to the information exists, the search engines 
will get an incomplete picture of your pages and may index 
them improperly, resulting in lower SEO rankings.

To prevent this incorrect indexing, more webmasters and 
SEO departments have started running site crawl analyses. 

These tools specifically crawl your website in a similar way that 
Google’s crawlers would and check your pages for problems. 
Once the problems are found, developers and site managers 
can easily fix the issues. The next time Google’s crawlers index 
the website, the SEO team will have filled in the holes and 
painted a complete picture for optimal indexing.

You don’t have to be an expert in back-end SEO to take 
advantage of site crawl analyses; you simply have to know  
what problems to look for and how to solve them.

woorank: a top piCk For Site  
Crawl analySiS
Clients often ask for recommendations for different tools and 
solutions for various problems. In this case, WooRank is one of 
the best options for site crawl analysis. Its site crawl highlights 
a variety of problems in an easy-to-understand way. Many 
clients say they discovered issues they didn’t know existed and 
couldn’t believe they were holding back on their SEO potential. 
Along with the Site Crawl, WooRank offers other useful tools, 
including the following:

An instant SEO audit

A keyword tool for weekly tracking

SEO monitoring for position changes and issues

 
If you’re new to the world of  
technical SEO, WooRank can help 
you better understand the back-
end tags and links that impact your 
website. Even advanced search engine 
specialists can find value in the tool, 
particularly for complex return tag 
and canonical problems.

what issues Can a site  
    

Depending on the tools you use, your site crawl analysis can 
find issues related to specific problems in the past or common 
problems that are found across the web. Below are a few 
different site crawl issues that can occur with many websites, 
even if you and your development team keep a close eye on 
your links and tagging.

 

Crawl analysis Find?

https://www.shoutmeloud.com/google-crawling-and-indexing.html
https://www.shoutmeloud.com/google-crawling-and-indexing.html
https://www.woorank.com/en/p/features#crawler
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For readers interested in finding a site crawl solution, 
WooRank can crawl your website for all of these common 
problems and highlight issues on pages that need fixing.

DupliCate Content
Duplicate content is one of the most 
common indexing issues that SEO 
managers face. This issue may happen 
when web designers paste the same 
information with minor tweak on multiple 
products pages, for example, or post the 
same content on location-specific pages instead  
of using unique copy in each place.

Running a site audit is necessary when changes to your 
website management occurs. A previous admin may have 
been OK with duplicate or poor content on various product or 
location pages, but a new admin will want to make changes. 
The easiest way to get an idea of the state of your website and 
everything that needs changing is to run a site crawl analysis.

When you discover duplicate content, you have two main 
options. Some websites invest in content builds and create 
unique content for each page that has copied work. Other 
websites try to combine duplicate pages or set up redirects 
for the content. Instead of coming up with something new, 
admins can reduce the overall number of pages on the site. 
While this practice may work for some, it can hurt others, 
especially brands that want to grow their local SEO efforts. 
Each decision must be made with an idea of how removing 
the duplicate content will affect a company’s overall  
SEO efforts. 

How to Fix DupliCate Content
If you plan to quote or borrow content from another source, 
use the rel= canonical tag to point to the original content. You 
should never have flags for taking someone’s content on your 
page as long as you tag borrowed content appropriately. This 
easy fix is one that your team can start practicing today.

If someone is maliciously stealing your content, your best bet 
is to complete a Google Copyright Infringement Report. This 
report proves to Google that you are the original owner of the 
content and should not be punished because someone stole 
your writing and tried to pass it off as original work. Negative 
SEO strategies can affect almost any site, which is why 

companies need to run site crawl analyses to stop  
them before they get out of hand.

inDexing iSSueS
Some marketers have found that 
google is crawling only part of their 
websites each time they send sitemaps 
to the seach engines. Some have found 
that as little as 40 percent of their 
pages are getting crawled, leaving the 
rest of their product pages and valuable 
content unchecked. What’s the point of 
writing all of that amazing content if the text  
is never going to be crawled?

This concept is known as index bloat and occurs when a 
website has several unnecessary pages in the search engine 
index. Index bloat can either cause Google to slow down 
the crawling process or incorrectly label certain pages. For 
example, you may discover Google crawls all of your images 
and labels them as pages. If you have four images per page 
and you expect search engines to crawl them, then you’re 
suddenly expecting Google to crawl at least five times more 
pages than necessary — many of which don’t provide the 
quality levels of your carefully developed content pages.

In another case, a new website format you decided to use 
creates a new URL every time someone leaves a comment. 
Suddenly, you’ll find yourself fighting against hundreds of 
duplicate content pages because multiple URLs exist for  
every blog post with a comment.

How to Fix inDexing iSSueS
Companies can combat index bloat through regular 
monitoring of the top-crawled sites. Google should be able to 
crawl most if not all websites without much noise or clutter. If 
you already have a major dip in the number of indexed sites, 
then you could be experiencing indexing issues.

Many IT professionals noticed problems with their websites 
when the number of crawled websites dramatically increased 
or the indexed pages percentage decreased. Whenever your 
website goes through structural changes, keep an eye on 
these metrics. The sooner you catch indexing problems, the 
sooner you can clear the noise and make sure that Google is 
only crawling important and accurate information.

40%

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/dmca-notice?pli=1&
https://www.greenlanemarketing.com/blog/how-to-find-and-fix-index-bloat-issues/
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return tag errorS
Web managers for international 
companies may receive errors stating 
“no return tags” when they expand their 
pages. The subject of international pages 
isn’t easy, and even some advanced SEO 
experts may not know about this issue or 
may not know what to do when they encounter it. How could 
they if they have only operated domestic American-based 
websites? Even SEO experts across the globe may only have 
managed domains for their specific countries.

Return tag errors are the result of broken hreflang 
annotations, and you need to understand the purpose of 
these tags before you can start fixing your errors. Hreflang 
annotations get used for international websites that have 
similar content meant for different audiences. Not only  
do these annotations direct users to the proper website,  
but they also prevent duplicate content errors across  
different domains.

For example, if a staffing company has locations in Canada 
and the United States, its URLs would have to use hreflang 
annotations for both the company’s .com URL and .ca URL. 
Even if the .com website is the main page that most people 
visit, both pages need hreflang annotations. Otherwise, the 
website could start experiencing return tag errors.

How to Fix return tag errorS
All of your international pages need to link back to each other. 
This linking ensures that someone in the United States can be 
brought to the .com page while someone in Canada can be 
brought to the .ca page.

If every domain lacks hreflang annotations, then you’re 
likely to experience return tag errors. Tag errors can also 
occur if the country code is incorrect. The team at SEMRush 
explained that many people think the tag for the United 
Kingdom is en-uk, when it is actually en-gb.

Unless you operate an international website, it is unlikely you 
will encounter these issues. However, these problems can 
hold your SEO and your sales back if you’re trying to expand 
globally but can’t rank in search results for your respective 
new countries.

CanoniCal miSmatCHeS
Your tags create a roadmap for Google 
to follow. If your tags aren’t lined up as 
they should, or if they share incorrect 
instructions for indexers to follow,  
then you could end up with  
canonical mismatches.

A canonical mismatch happens when rel= canonical tags  
point to different URLs. Search engines are constantly trying 
to figure out the sources for original content, and different 
URLs can cause crawlers to stumble and get confused. At 
worst, the crawlers will punish the wrong page and flag it  
for duplicate content.

Canonical mismatches can occur for several reasons. One 
of the most common is canonical tags pointing to an http or 
https version. While developers would want to create rel= 
canonical tags for their pages, they may fail if they miss the 
URL, add or miss an important backslash, or make a mistake 
with the canonical parameters.

Think about canonical mismatches as though you’re asking 
two different people for directions. If one person tells you to 
turn left while another tells you to go right, then you could end 
up standing in the middle wondering which is correct — or 
taking the wrong turn and getting lost. You don’t want to give 
bad directions to Google.

How to Fix CanoniCal miSmatCHeS
Site crawl analyses are great at pointing out canonical 
errors. Often, fixing the issues is as simple as checking the 
rel= canonical tag and making sure the URL is accurate. 
Sloppy editors or developers could have cut off the URL 
or accidentally missed a crucial part of the redirect. If your 
canonical sites point to different URLs entirely, then you need 
to decide which URL is correct and apply it to relevant pages 
moving forward.

reDireCt loopS
In the same way that canonical 
mismatches sometimes point the way 
to the wrong direction, redirect loops 
often send search engine crawls in 

https://www.semrush.com/blog/7-common-hreflang-mistakes-and-how-to-fix-them/
https://www.semrush.com/blog/7-common-hreflang-mistakes-and-how-to-fix-them/
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circles. You may see redirect loops across the web, such  
as the following:

Direct statements of “This webpage has a redirect loop”

Error 310 (net:: ERR_TOO_MANY_REDIRECTS)

As the name suggests, redirect loops occur when pages direct 
back to each other and Google is left following an endless 
path. In this case, redirect A would send the crawlers to site 
B. Then redirect B would send crawlers to site A. However, 
redirect loops can also occur when crawlers have to go 
through too many redirects to reach a website: the 310 Error. 
In this case, redirect A would send crawlers to site B, which 
would send them to sites C, D, E, and so on. Eventually, the 
crawlers would give up and either not index the site, or not 
load a site for users trying to access the content.

How to Fix reDireCt loopS
When webmasters create new redirects, they need to check 
for existing redirects on the site. For example, let’s say an 
e-commerce website has a redirect from site A to site B 
because a product is out of stock. Then, the website needs to 
redirect all of its pages to site C because of a rebranding. It’s in 
the developer’s best interest to change the redirect from site 
A to site C, instead of making the pages continue to redirect 
down the path.

If you find redirect loops occurring in your site crawl analysis, 
make sure your pages aren’t looping back to each other. 
Not only is this redirecting frustrating for search engines 
and hurtful to your SEO, but it also creates a terrible user 
experience that can annoy customers.

how oFten should you run  
a site Crawl analysis?
No specific answer exists for how often 
your website should run a site crawl 
analysis. Every website has different 
needs and every company has different 
challenges that it faces throughout the 
year. A small website that publishes only 
a few pieces of content per month won’t 
need to audit its pages as often as a major 
company that publishes dozens of content 
pieces or products for e-commerce  
brands per day.

However, the general rule of thumb for most content creators 
is to run a site crawl analysis once a month. Not only does 
running this audit allow you to identify problems early before 
they pull down your SEO and have a negative impact on sales, 
but it also allows you to fix a small batch of problems each 
time. If your audits slip through your hands and you check 
your links only a few times a year, you could find hundreds of 
problems instead of a few dozen.

along with your monthly reviews, web managers  
should run site crawl analyses on some other  
occasions to make sure their sites are operating  
as well as they should:

   

   

  

 

 
Treat your SEO audits like doctor’s visits. Most of the time, you 
will have normal checkups to make sure everything is running 
like it should. However, if signs of problems or risk factors 
develop, it doesn’t hurt to check in again to catch problems 
before they grow out of hand.

how to Build site Crawls 
into your seo strategy
SEO analyses can easily slip through the cracks, 
especially if you work for a busy company. Your 
monthly review turns into your quarterly review, 
which then gets pushed back to a biannual check. 
However, if you’re serious about your SEO efforts, 
you will prioritize fixing site crawl problems. All of 

Times when your website undergoes 
major structural changes.

i

A  month or two leading up to a 
high-traffic season so that you don’t 
have website problems during peak 
sales times.

Times when you catch a negative SEO 
campaign to stop sites from hacking 
you or stealing your content.
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your proactive content creation and keyword analysis plans 
can fall flat if bad indexes are holding you back.

Set aSiDe time eaCH week  
For CorreCtionS
The first step toward investing in site 
crawl analyses and troubleshooting is to 
build time into each week to fix issues. 
This scheduling will help you make solving 
problems a habit and alert you to new 
problems as they arise.

For example, you may feel overwhelmed if you run a monthly 
audit and find 50 errors that need to be addressed. However, 
if you fix 10 errors per week, the workload should feel 
considerably smaller.

inveSt in tHe rigHt 
auDiting toolS
If you’re committed to monitoring your 
site content for issues, then you need 
to invest in the right tools. In the same 
way that you expect your doctor to use 
state-of-the-art equipment to diagnose 
problems, you want to use top-notch 
monitoring and alert systems to find and repair  
all of your problems.

Here is where WooRank comes in. WooRank’s SEO audit tools 
help website managers immediately find errors that need to 
be fixed and problems that could be improved. This effort 
allows teams to prioritize problems and work toward a fixed 
goal of healthy site maintenance.

traCk progreSS  
oF FixeD errorS
If you want your team to stay motivated 
to keep fixing problems and improving 
your sitemap for Google, then track your 
progress and report on the effects of 
fixed errors:

 
Tracking these wins can help you justify the costs and time of 
investing in site crawl analyses while motivating your team to 
find and fix more problems for increased growth.

Marketers who aren’t familiar with technical SEO can  
feel intimidated when they first start conducting site crawl 
analyses; however, once you become familiar with common 
problems that plague your site, you can work to fix them 
without worrying about remembering all the different tags  
and issues.

Many websites often have one or two problems with which 
they struggle to overcome. A domestic company won’t have 
to worry about international tags, while a newer blog won’t 
have to contend with redirect loops. If you can figure out the 
main issues for your pages, you can create SEO strategies to 
prevent those problems from occurring in the future.

x
Did a specific page see a surge in traffic 
after your team fixed a redirect loop?

Are you ranking for different keywords 
once duplicate  content was found  
and removed?

Is your company driving more sales even 
though the only change was improving 
your site’s back-end SEO health?

CopyPress is a full service content marketing 
company with over 5 years of experience creating 

and promoting digital content.

www.woorank.com

From SEO to Digital Marketing, use WooRank to 
analyse and optimize unlimited websites.

http://www.copypress.com/visibility/

